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Abstract: The paper focuses on linguistic complexity and language universals, which are two im-
portant and controversial issues in language research. A Fuzzy Property Grammar for determining
the degree of universality and complexity of a natural language is introduced. In this task, the
Fuzzy Property Grammar operated only with syntactic constraints. Fuzzy Natural Logic sets the
fundamentals to express the notions of universality and complexity as evaluative expressions. The
Fuzzy Property Grammar computes the constraints in terms of weights of universality and calculates
relative complexity. We present a proof-of-concept in which we have generated a grammar with 42B
syntactic constraints. The model classifies constraints in terms of low, medium, and high universality
and complexity. Degrees of relative complexity in terms of similarity from a correlation matrix have
been obtained. The results show that the architecture of a Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar is
flexible, reusable, and re-trainable, and it can easily take into account new sets of languages, perfect-
ing the degree of universality and complexity of the linguistic constraints as well as the degree of
complexity between languages.

Keywords: linguistic universals; linguistic complexity; evaluative expressions; fuzzy grammar;
linguistic gradience; linguistic constraints

MSC: 03B65

1. Introduction

In this paper, we propose a formal grammar for approaching the study of universality
and complexity in natural languages. With this model, we afford from a mathematical
point of view two key issues in theoretical linguistics. There has been a long tradition of
using mathematics as a modeling tool in linguistics [1]. By formalization, we mean “the use
of appropriate tools from mathematics and logic to enhance explicitness of theories” [2].
We can claim that “any theoretical framework stands to benefit from having its content
formalized” [2], and complexity and language universals are not an exception.

Linguistic complexity and language universals are two important and controversial
issues in language research. Complexity in language is considered a multifaceted and
multidimensional research area, and for many linguists, it “is one of the currently most hotly
debated notions in linguistics” [3]. On the other hand, theoretically, linguistic universals
have been the subject of intense controversy throughout the history of linguistics. Their
nature and existence have been questioned, and their analysis has been approached from
many different perspectives.

Regarding linguistic complexity, it has been defended for a long time. The so-called
dogma of equicomplexity defends that linguistic complexity is invariant, that languages are
not measurable in terms of complexity and that there is no sense in trying to show that there
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are languages more complex than others. Given this dogma, some questions that come up
are the following: if the equicomplexity axiom supports the idea that languages can differ
in the complexity of subsystems, why is the global complexity of any language always
identical? What mechanism slows down complexity in one domain when complexity
increases in another domain? What is the factor responsable for the equi-complexity?

There has been a recent change in linguistics with regard to studies on linguistic
complexity that is considerable. It has gone from denying the possibility of calculating
complexity—a position advocated by most linguists during the 20th century—to a great
interest in studies on linguistic complexity since 2001 [4]. During the 20th century, the
dogma of equicomplexity prevailed. Faced with this position, at the beginning of the 21st
century, a large group of researchers argued that it is difficult to accept that all languages
are equal in their total complexity and that the complexity in one area of the language is
compensated by simplicity in another. Therefore, equicomplexity is questioned, and there
are monographs, articles and conferences that, in one way or another, are concerned with
measuring the complexity of languages.

In fact, the number of papers published in recent years on complexity both in the field
of theoretical and applied linguistics [3,5–13] highlights the interest in finding a method
to calculate linguistic complexity and in trying to answer the question of whether all
languages are equal in terms of complexity or, if on the contrary, they differ in their levels
of complexity.

Despite the interest in studies on linguistic complexity in recent years and although, in
general, it seems clear that languages exhibit different levels of complexity, it is not easy to
calculate exactly these differences. Part of this difficulty may be due to the different ways
of understanding the concept of complexity in the study of natural languages.

Different types of complexity can be distinguished. Pallotti [14] classifies the different
meanings of the term into three types:

• Structural complexity, if we calculate complexity in terms of a formal property of texts
related to the number of rules or patterns.

• Cognitive complexity is the type of complexity that calculates the cost of processing.
• Complexity of development. In this case, we are talking about the order in which linguistic

structures emerge and are mastered in second (and possibly first) language acquisition.

These types of complexity identified by Palloti are captured by the two main types
of complexity in the literature: absolute complexity, an objective property of the system
measured in terms of the number of parts of the system, the number of interrelationships
among parts, or the length of a phenomenon description [15]; and relative complexity, which
considers language users and is related to the difficulty or cost of processing, learning or
acquisition. Other common dichotomies in the literature are those that distinguish global
complexity from local complexity [16] or those that establish a difference between system
complexity and structural complexity [15].

To measure complexity, studies in the field propose ad hoc measures of complexity
that depend on the specific interests of the analysis carried out. The proposed measures
are very varied, and the formalisms used can be grouped into two types: (1) measures
of absolute complexity (number of categories, number of rules, ambiguity, redundancy,
etc. [16]); and (2) measures of relative complexity that face the problem of determining what
type of task (learning, acquisition, processing) and what type of agent (speaker, listener,
child, adult) to consider. Second language learning complexity (L2) in adults [17,18] or
processing complexity [19] are examples of measures that have been proposed in terms
of difficulty/cost. In many cases, other disciplines have been turned to in search of tools
to calculate the complexity of languages. Information theory, with formalisms such as
Shannon entropy or Kolmogorov complexity [15,16], and complex systems theory [20]
are some examples of areas that have provided measures for a quantitative evaluation of
linguistic complexity.

Most of the studies carried out on the complexity of natural languages adopt an
absolute perspective of the concept, and there are a few that address the complexity
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from the user’s point of view. This situation may be due to the fact that in general, it is
considered that the analysis of absolute complexity presents fewer problems than that of
relative complexity, since its study does not depend on any particular group of language
users [16]. Relative complexity approaches compel researchers to face many problems:

• What do we mean by complex? More difficult, more costly, more problematic,
more challenging?

• Different ways of using language (speaking, hearing, language acquisition, second
language learning) may differ in classifying something as difficult or easy.

• When we determine that a phenomenon is complex, we must indicate for whom it
is complex, since some phenomena can be very complex for one group and instead
facilitate the linguistic task for other groups.

• An approach to the concept of complexity based on use requires focusing on a specific
user of the language and determining the “ideal” user. How do we decide which is
the main use and user of the language?

Although, as we have said, most of the works carried out adopt an absolute perspective
of the concept, many specialists are interested in analyzing the relative complexity. From a
relative point of view, there are three different questions that could be answered:

• From the point of view of second language learning, is it more difficult for an adult to
learn some languages than to learn others?

• If we consider the processing of a language, is it more difficult to speak some languages
than others?

• Focusing on the language acquisition process, does it take longer to acquire some
languages than others?

Therefore, one of the possible perspectives in studies on relative complexity is one
that understands complexity in terms of “learning difficulty”. A relative perspective is
adopted here that forces us to take the language user into account: the adult learning
a language. Trudgill [17], for example, argues that “linguistic complexity equates with
difficulty of learning for adults” and Kusters [18] defines complexity as “the amount of
effort an outsider has to make to become acquainted with the language in question [. . . ]. An
outsider is someone who learns the language in question at a later age, and is not a native
speaker”. The problem that we find in these studies on relative complexity is the large
number of definitions and different measures used that make the results obtained often
inconsistent and not comparable. On the other hand, most complexity studies that focus on
the learning process pay attention almost exclusively to the target language and the success
rate of learners. In general, they do not consider the weight that the learner’s mother
tongue has in calculating the complexity of L2. They thus consider a kind of “ideal learner”
as the basis of their analyses and focus on the complexity of the different subdomains of
the target language.

In the model that we present here, we consider that in order to calculate the relative
complexity of languages in terms of L2 learning, it is necessary to consider the mother
tongue of the learners when calculating the relative complexity of the target language, since
it seems clear that the mother tongue can facilitate or complicate the process of learning the
target language and, therefore, can condition the assessment of linguistic complexity.

Regarding language universals, we can define a universal of language as a grammat-
ical characteristic present in all or most human languages [21]. Although linguists have
always been interested in discovering characteristics shared by languages, it was not until
Greenberg’s contribution [22], with universals based on a representative set of 30 languages,
that the research topic gained popularity and depth. A decade later, despite the interest
aroused by Greenberg’s findings, the impossibility of improving on these results caused
the study of universals to lose interest and usefulness. This object of study became relevant
again a decade later, thanks to the innovations in sampling proposed by linguistic typology
and authors such as Comrie [23] or Dryer [24,25]. However, this expansion of data and
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sampling techniques aggravates the congenital problem of linguistic universals: more and
more exceptions to them appear and, therefore, the term is less reliable or representative.

In recent years, although the problem presented above has not been solved, the boost
in Natural Language Processing has rescued linguistic universals from oblivion. There
is a clear symbiosis between the two fields, since NLP offers many tools, resources and
techniques that improve the study of universals and, above all, make it more efficient [26,27].
In turn, a true understanding of the features shared by all languages implies that recent
advances in NLP, applicable only in English and a few other languages, can be more easily
extended to low-resource languages.

Language universals have been investigated from two different perspectives in lin-
guistics: on the one hand, the typological, functional or Greenbergian approach; and on the
other hand, the formal or Chomskyan approach [28]. From the typological point of view,
taking into account the limited data available, the universals are derived inductively from a
cross-linguistic sample of grammatical structures [29]. In contrast, in the formal approach,
universals are derived deductively, taking into account assumptions about innate linguistic
capacity and using grammatical patterns in languages (Universal Grammar) [30].

Linguistic universals have been classified taking into account the modality and do-
main [21]. If we consider the modality, we can distinguish the following types of universals:

• Absolute universals. These universals are those that do not present exception and that,
therefore, are fulfilled in all members of the universe. Absolute universals defend the
hypothesis that a grammatical property be present in a language.

• Probabilistic or statistical universals. These types of universals are valid for most lan-
guages, but not for all. Probabilistic universals defend the hypothesis that a grammati-
cal property can be present in languages with a certain degree of probability.

To the typology proposed by Moravcsik [21], we can add another common concept
in the literature on universals: the concept of rara or rarissima [31,32]. In this case, we are
talking about a linguistic feature that is completely opposite to the one that is considered
universal. We are referring to those characteristics that are not common in languages.

Taking into account the domain, linguistic universals can be divided into two main types:

• Unrestricted universals. These type of universals may be stated for the whole universe
of languages. These universals are applicable to any human language.

• Restricted, implicational or typogical universals. These universals affect only a part of the
world’s languages: those that share a given characteristic previously (if x, then y).

The above four types of universals can be schematized as follows [21]:

• Unrestricted and absolute: In all languages, Y.
• Unrestricted and probabilistic: In most languages, Y.
• Restricted and absolute: In all languages, if there is X, there is also Y.
• Restricted and probabilistic: In most languages, if there is X, there is also Y.

As Moravcsik [21] states, taking into account that it is not possible to analyze every
natural language, all language universals are nothing more than mere hypotheses. As a
consequence, “The empirical basis of universals research can only be (a sample of) a subset
of the domain for which universals could maximally claim validity, and have traditionally
been claiming validity: that of humanly possible languages. Therefore, the only viable
domain for universals research, then, is all-languages-present-and-past-as-known-to-us-
now” [33].

What we have said reveals both the significance of complexity and universals in
language studies and the difficulties to deal with these notions. In this paper, we aim
to contribute to the field by proposing a fuzzy grammar for determining the degree of
universality and complexity of a natural language. By considering the degree of universality,
the model calculates the relative complexity of a language. In fact, in our proposal, an
inversely proportional relation between universality and complexity is established: the
more universal a language is, the less complex it is. With our model, we can calculate the
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degree of complexity by checking the number of universal rules this language contains.
The idea at the base of our model is that those languages that have high universality values
will be more similar to each other, and therefore, their level of relative complexity will be
lower. On the contrary, those languages with low levels of universality will have a high
number of specific rules, and this will increase their level of relative complexity.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the models of Fuzzy
Universal Property Grammar and Fuzzy Natural Logic as a strategy to define linguistic
universality and language complexity as vague concepts. In Section 3, material and methods
are described. In Section 4, we provide a description of the experimental results. Finally, in
Section 6, we discuss the results and highlight future research directions.

2. Related Work

Both Fuzzy Property Grammars (FPGr) and Fuzzy Natural Logic (FNL) can provide
strategies to approach linguistic universals and the measurement of language complexity.

Regarding linguistic universality, we consider that the concept of universal can be
better defined considering a continuous scale than adopting a discrete perspective. We
disregard the fact that only those linguistic rules shared by all known languages—roughly
7000—can be regarded as linguistic universals. On the other hand, we define “universality”
as a continuum using the FNL’s gradient features of the theory of evaluative expressions.
As a result, we shall continue to respect the two extreme points that already exist: 0 (non-
universal) and 1 (full-universal). However, we create a spectrum in which we shall fit
those linguistic rules known as “quasi-universals” between these two positions. On the
other hand, FPGr and FNL make it possible to devise universal models, that is language-
independent models, that can be applied to all natural languages, and they use a fuzzy-
gradient technique to describe linguistic universals in fuzzy terms [0, 1] rather than labeling
universals with a confusing nomenclature. The times that a fuzzy universal is fulfilled or
violated in a fuzzy grammar determines the fuzzy degree membership of a linguistic rule.
To create a Fuzzy Universal Grammar, we will use the model of FPGr. Finally, FPGr is a
cheap and reusable architecture to define linguistic phenomena and their variation and
makes it possible to advance in the systematization of variation in languages.

Regarding the complexity of language, it can be captured in quantitative terms (abso-
lute complexity), such as the more rules a grammar has, the more complex it is. Therefore,
if we have a system that provides all the rules of a language, we could capture its degree of
complexity under the architecture of FNL of the theory of evaluative expressions. It is also
possible to measure complexity between languages with a FPGr. The more rules are shared
between two languages, the less complexity will be found between those two languages.
The fewer rules those languages share, the more complex they will be in relation to each
other. However, this approach will have a higher cost, since it will demand checking how
many rules of a targeted language are shared with respect to all the other languages. That is
why we have disregarded such an approach, and we have implemented a Fuzzy Universal
Property Grammar that will consider all the possible combinations of rules. Therefore,
for every single set of languages, we will only need to check coincidences in our Fuzzy
Universal Property Grammar. Thus, a value in terms of degree [0–1] will arise from the
number of coincidences defining universality: as in what is the membership degree of a set
of rules of a language with respect to a Fuzzy Universal Property Grammar. In this way, the
notion of universality can help measure the relative complexity of a language, assuming
that those languages that have a lot of specific rules are meant to be more complex. That is,
the more universal a language is, the less complex it is; the less universal a language is, the
more complex it is.

In the following, we present the models of Fuzzy Universal Property Grammar and
Fuzzy Natural Logic as a strategy to define linguistic universality and language complexity
as vague concepts.
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2.1. Fuzzy Property Grammars for Linguistic Universality

Fuzzy Property Grammars (FPGr) [34–36] combine the formalism of Fuzzy Natural
Logic [37–43] and linguistic constraints typically used in linguistics. The higher-order
fuzzy logic as a formalism describes the grammar at a higher level (abstractly), enabling
a mathematical formalization of the degrees of grammaticality. In comparison, linguistic
constraints allow us to describe vague phenomena on a local-sentence level, characterizing
the objects (constraints) as prototypical and borderline ones. Therefore, both assets are
necessary to build an FPGr. There are three key concepts of an FPGr: linguistic constraint,
universe of the linguistic domains and fuzzy grammar, and linguistic construction.

2.1.1. Linguistic Constraint

A linguistic constraint is a relation that puts together two or more linguistic ele-
ments such as linguistic categories or parts-of-speech. Formally, a linguistic constraint is an
n-tuple 〈A1, ..., An〉 where Ai are linguistic categories. We usually have n = 2. For example,
the following linguistic categories can be distinguished for this work:

1. DET (determiner);
2. ADJ (adjectve);
3. NOUN (noun);
4. PROPN (proper noun);
5. VERB (verb);
6. ADV (adverb);
7. CONJ (conjunction);
8. SCONJ (subordinate conjunction);
9. ADP (preposition).

There are four types of constraints in the Fuzzy Property Grammars (FPGr):

1. General or universal constraints that are valid for a universal grammar. They are
built from all the possible combinations between linguistic objects and constraints.

2. Specific constraints that are applicable to a specific grammar.
3. Prototypical constraints that definitely belong to a specific grammar, i.e., their degree

of membership is 1.
4. Borderline constraints that belong to a specific language with some degree only (we

usually measure it by a number from (0, 1)).

The constraints from FPGr that we will work with to describe linguistic universality
and complexity are the following (the A and B are understood as linguistic categories):

− Linearity of precedence order between two elements: A precedes B, in symbols A ≺ B.
For example, DET ≺ NOUN in “The girl”.

− Co-occurrence between two elements: A requires B, in symbols A⇒ B. For example,
ADJ ⇒ NOUN in “the red car”.

− Exclusion between two elements: A and B never appear in co-occurrence in the
specified construction, in symbols A ⊗ B. That is, only A or only B occurs. For
example, PRON ⊗ NOUN in “He runs”.

− Uniqueness means that neither a category nor a group of categories (constituents) can
appear more than once in a given construction. For example, there is only one PRON
in “She eats pizza”.

− Dependency. An element A has a dependencyi on an element B in symbols A  i B.
Typical dependencies (but not exclusively) for i are subj (subject), mod (modifier), obj
(object), spec (specifier), verb (verb), and conj (conjunction).

2.1.2. Definition of a Fuzzy Property Grammar

Definition 1. A Fuzzy Property Grammar (FPGr) is a couple

FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉 (1)
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where U is a universe

U = Phρ ×Mrµ×Xχ × Sδ × Lθ × Prζ × Psκ . (2)

The subscripts ρ, . . . , κ denote types, and the sets in Equation (2) are sets of the following
constraints:

• Phρ = {phρ | phρ is a phonological constraint} is the set of constraints that can be deter-
mined in phonology.

• Mrµ = {mrµ | mrµ is a morphological constraint} is the set of constraints that can be
determined in morphology.

• Xχ = {xχ | xχ is a syntactic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize syntax.
• Sδ = {sδ | sδ is a semantic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize semantic

phenomena.
• Lθ = {lθ | lθ is a lexical constraint} is the set of constraints that occur on a lexical level.
• Prζ = {prζ | prζ is a pragmatic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize prag-

matics.
• Psκ = {psκ | psκ is a prosodic constraint} is the set of constraints that can be determined

in prosody.

The second component is a function:

FGr : U → [0, 1] (3)

which can be obtained as a composition of functions Fρ : Phρ → [0, 1], . . . , Fκ : Psκ → [0, 1]. Each
of the latter functions characterizes the degree in which the corresponding element x belongs to each
of the above linguistic domains (with respect to a specific grammar).

Technically speaking, FGr in Equation (3) is a fuzzy set with the membership function
computed as follows:

FGr(〈xρ, xµ, . . . , xκ〉) = min{Fρ(xρ), Fµ, . . . , Fκ(xκ)} (4)

where 〈xρ, xµ, . . . , xκ〉 ∈ U.
Let us now consider a set of constraints from an external linguistic input D = {d |

d is a dialect constraint}. Each d ∈ D can be seen as an n-tuple d = 〈dρ, dµ, . . . , dκ〉. Then,
the membership degree FGr(d) ∈ [0, 1] is a degree of grammaticality of the given utterance
that can be said in arbitrary dialect (of the given grammar).

2.2. Fuzzy Property Grammars for Linguistic Universality

To take into account linguistic universality, we have to point out the following consid-
erations to the previous definitions.

We constraint the universe of our FPGr to only the syntactic domain Xχ. At this
point, it is only possible to generate all the possible constraints for the syntactic domain.
However, we assume that this formulation is a proof of concept for future work on the rest
of the domains.

Therefore, U-FPGr will be understood exactly as shown in Equation (2).

Definition 2. A Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar (U-FPGr ) is a couple

U-FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉 (5)

However, its (linguistic) universe in written language stands for a simplified version
of an FPGr because only the syntactical domains (x) are relevant for the proof of concept
that we are presenting in this work: < x >, the others are neglected: FPGr =< U, FGr >.
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Definition 3. U-FPGr is
U =< x > (6)

In this case, U is generated as a Cartesian product of all the possible constraints.

U = Posα × Depβ×Xχ × Posα × Depβ × Posα × Depβ. (7)

The subscripts α, . . . , γ denote types, and the sets in Equation (7) are sets of
the following constraints:

• Posα = {posα | posα is a linguistic category in terms of part-of-speech} is the set of
linguistic categories that can be determined in all languages.

• Depβ = {depβ | depβ is a linguistic dependency} is the set of dependencies that can
be determined in all languages.

• Xχ = {xχ | xχ is a syntactic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize syntax.

From the linguistic point of view, each combination of U = Posα ×Depβ is interpreted
as a linguistic element such as a noun with subject dependency NOUN[nsubj], a determiner
with a determiner dependency DET[det], or a verb as the root of the sentence VERB[root].
Therefore, by repeating this three times, we assume that all the rules follow a linguistic
constituent, such as a linguistic element (category and dependency) in relation in terms
of syntactic linguistic constraints with another element (category and dependency) and a
third element (category and dependency). Because of the fact that some constraints do not
need this third element, we will include in our universe the possibility of having a rule
without the third element.

Any language that will be computed in terms of linguistic universality will need
to follow this formalism to describe its universe. The targeted language will be our lin-
guistic input L = {l | l is a language constraint}. Each l ∈ L can be seen as an n-tuple
l = 〈lα, lβ, . . . , lχ〉. Then, the membership degree FGr(l) ∈ [0, 1] is a degree of univer-
sality given a language as a set. As seen, this is just an adaptation of how FPGr treats
grammaticality. Therefore, the universality of a targeted language is computed in terms
of being grammaticality understood as the membership degree of a targeted language
set with respect to U-FPGr . Therefore, our gradient model suggests the convenience of
a terminological change. We consider that it is not necessary to define our proposal as a
“search for universals” task. However, on the contrary, what we intend is to search for or
define a “spectrum of the universal”, or what is the same, any linguistic rule that can fit to
a membership degree of universality in terms of [0, 1].

Additionally, we have implemented an IF− THEN rule to assign a weight value to
each rule of the U-FPGr .

• If a rule in L coincided with a rule in the U-FPGr , then add +1;
• The more weight a rule has, the more universal it is in a representative set;
• The less weight a rule has, the less universal it is in a representative set.

This is quite a natural way of representing universality, since our knowledge of the
universals is dependent on the system of language that we know. A rule that might be
considered as a universal can become a quasi-universal in the moment that new languages
are discovered, and such languages do not consider such a rule. Therefore, we are always
computing universality in terms of a finite representative set out of the infinite sets of
languages. In this case, U-FPGr is flexible and re-usable, since it can update the weight of
universality according any new language inserted as a linguistic input.

2.3. Fuzzy Natural Logic Computing Universals and Linguistic Complexity with Words

In order to better grasp gradient terminology as it relates to linguistic universals and
complexity, we propose to compute the continuum with natural language words. For this,
the concepts of universality and complexity are assumed.

Fuzzy natural logic is based on six fundamental concepts, which are the following:
the concept of fuzzy set, Lakoff’s universal meaning hypothesis, the evaluative expressions, the
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concept of possible world, and the concepts of intension and extension. The most remarkable
aspect of this work is the theory of evaluative linguistic expressions.

An evaluative linguistic expression is defined as an expression used by speakers when
they want to refer to the characteristics of objects or their parts [37,38,40–44] such as length,
age, depth, thickness, beauty, and kindness, among others. In this case, we will take into
account “universality” and “complexity” as evaluative expressions.

FNL assumes that the simple evaluative linguistic expression has the general form:

〈intensifier〉〈TE-head〉 (8)

〈TE-head〉 can be grouped together to form a fundamental evaluative trichotomy consisting of
two antonyms and a middle term, for example 〈good, normal, bad〉. For our work, we will
take into account the trichotomy of 〈low, medium, high〉. In this sense, as proposed in [45],
the membership scale of universality in linguistic rules recognize:

• High Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a high truth value of satisfaction
in U-FPGr, therefore, they are found satisfied in quasi-all languages. This fuzzy set
includes those rules known as Full Universals, absolute rules, which are located in
(almost) all languages.

• Medium Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a medium truth value of satisfac-
tion in U-FPGr; therefore, they are found satisfied in the overall average of languages.

• Low Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a low truth value of satisfaction in
U-FPGr; therefore, they are found satisfied in almost none of the languages.

The value of complexity is obtained from IF− THEN rules such as:

Definition 4. We characterize fuzzy IF− THEN rules for complexity as follows:

• IF a rule is a High Universal, THEN the value of complexity is low.
• IF a rule is a Medium Universal, THEN the value of complexity is medium.
• IF a rule is a Low Universal, THEN the value of complexity is high.

Similarly, we can express:

• IF the value of complexity is high, THEN the rule is a low universal.
• IF the value of complexity is medium, THEN the rule is medium universal.
• IF the value of complexity is low, THEN the rule is high universal.

The membership scale of complexity in linguistic rules is [45]:

• Low Complexity. Linguistic rules that have a high truth value in terms of weight in
U-FPGr . They are found satisfied in quasi-all languages. This fuzzy set includes rules
known as full universals, absolute rules, which are located in (almost) all languages.

• Medium Complexity. Linguistic rules that have a medium truth value in terms of weight
in U-FPGr: rules found in the overall average of languages.

• High Complexity. Lnguistic rules that have a low truth value in terms of weight in
U-FPGr: rules satisfied in almost none of the languages.

A possible world is defined as a specific context in which a linguistic expression is
used. In case of evaluative expressions, it is characterized by a triple w = 〈vL, vS, vR〉.
Without loss of generality, it can be defined by three real numbers vL, vS, vR ∈ R where
vL < vS < vR.

Intension and extension: Our intension will be simply the membership degree [0–1],
while our extension will be dependent on the number of languages we are taking into
account in a representative set for evaluating universality and complexity.

Figure 1 represents how Fuzzy Natural Logic accounts for the fuzzy-gradient no-
tion of universality in fuzzy sets. The fuzzy limits between sets must be established.
In terms of mathematical fairness rather than from a cognitive perspective, the possible
world of 7000 languages has been divided into three parts for each fuzzy set. Therefore,
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roughly, each set is computed by 2333 language grammars. The proposed cut-off could
be changed. However, we consider that there would not be a big change between the
perceived perspective of the fuzzy transitions and the three-cut part criteria. We claim
that the concept of universality would be better captured with a trichotomical expression
of 〈small −medium− big〉 in terms of 〈low−medium− high〉. This new way of account-
ing for universals may have advantages over the classical nomenclature found in the
literature [29,46,47] (universal trend, statistical universal, rara, rarisima, typological generaliza-
tion, etc.).

Figure 1. Linguistic Universality as a Evaluative Expression.

The advantages of the proposed model can be summarized as follows:

• The model presents a consistent classification without contradictions in terms of
degree for the concepts of universality and complexity.

• The model provides a characterization of the vagueness of linguistic universality.
This characterization fits the data surveys (atlas) that quatitatively collect linguistic
universals terms such as WALS [48] and the Universals Archive [49].

The proposed model aims to collect the work already done in linguistics and present a
universal characterization for the description of fuzzy linguistic universals and linguistic
complexity.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. A Fuzzy Universal Grammar with a Representative Set

From the 7000 languages in the world (an oscillating and debatable number), there are
still a large number of them without adequate documentation. Therefore, when one wants
to predict possible trends in the set of human languages as a whole, one has to investigate a
selection of languages, hoping that the results will be extensible to the rest. This extension
of languages is what we will consider in FNL our extension regarding the possible world
of our evaluative expression of the notions of linguistic “universality” and “complexity”. To
this end, creating a representative and balanced set is essential. However, this task is by no
means easy, as there are many other limitations [29,50,51].

For this reason, linguistic typology has classically proposed different ways of configur-
ing a set that is as varied and independent as possible in order to be as close as possible to
the reality of the 7000 languages. The selection of this independence between languages can
be based on different criteria: typological, genetic, areal or a combination of them. However,
it is still very difficult to find perfect samples due to what is known as bibliographical bias:
the data available to us are very limited.

The representative set is build under the data from linguistic corpus. Such data allow
us to create sets of languages. Working with a linguistic corpus helps us to obtain a deeper
and more quantitative knowledge of cross-linguistic tendencies [52,53]. The problem with
this methodology is that the available data are still very limited given its novelty and level
of depth, especially in comparison with other resources based on manual notes such as the
World Atlas of Linguistic Structures (WALS) [48,50]. Therefore, in order to reduce as much
as possible the bibliographic bias of the languages present in Universal Dependencies [54],
we have opted for a typological balance.
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To create our set, we have taken into consideration three basic typological requirements
that influence many other grammatical aspects in languages and their behavior [55]:

(1) Difference in the order of the subject–verb relation.
(2) Difference in the order of the object–verb relation.
(3) Difference in the order of the noun–adjective relation.

We have managed to find a good balance on points (2) and (3); however, this has not
been the case with the first aspect, since it is very uncommon for the verb to precede the
subject as an unmarked order. Therefore, in the representative set, its presence is also lower.
We respect the proportion seen in WALS of a one-tenth part. However, it should be noted that
the ascription to a particular typological order is a convenient discrete simplification [56,57].

Subsequently, we have also tried to consider the following aspects of languages to set
a useful representative set:

• Languages from different genus, representatives of the main families.
• Languages from different macro-areas.
• Languages with non-dominant order in different features.
• Isolated languages.
• Agglutinating languages.
• Languages with a greater and lesser degree of ascription to other characteristics such

as, for example, the use of cases.
• Corpora with enough tokens and whose source of origin does not have any type of

bias, as can be the case of FAQs corpus, for example.

After setting all these requirements, primary and secondary, we decided to use the data
from the Universal Dependencies corpora [58]. This data source is chosen, firstly, because
it annotates a lot of different languages by part-of-speech, constituents, and dependencies,
and, secondly, because it is the only formalism in which MarsaGram [59] can be applied to
automatically induce sets of syntactic constraints which can be used to match coincidences
between them and our U-FPGr . After looking at the possibilities offered by Universal
Dependencies, the set established consists of the following languages:

(1) Arabic (ar.);
(2) German (de.);
(3) Basque (eu.);
(4) Spanish (es.);
(5) Estonian (et.);
(6) Indonesian (id.);
(7) Korean (ko.);
(8) Turkish (tr.);
(9) Yoruba (yo.).

Our extension will have a value of 9, and the sets of 〈low, medium, high〉 will range
as follows in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Linguistic Universality of the representative set as a Evaluative Expression.
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1. IF a rule has between 0 and 3 coincidences, THEN the rule is a low universal and it is
high in complexity.

2. IF a rule has between 4 and 6 coincidences, THEN the rule is a medium universal and
it is medium in complexity.

3. IF a rule has between 7 and 9 coincidences, THEN the rule is a high universal and it is
low in complexity.

Additionally, we have implemented an IF− THEN rule to assign a weight value to
each rule of the U-FPGr.

• If a rule in a set of languages coincides with a rule in the U-FPGr, then add +1.
• The more weight a rule has, the more universal it is in a representative set.
• The less weight a rule has, the less universal it is in a representative set.

As we have mentioned, we are aware that we cannot completely avoid bibliographical
bias and, surely, the presence of a language representative of an unrepresented area or
another language whose verb precedes the subject should be added. However, the model
proposed here allows us to enrich the set once Universal Dependencies has such data in
the future.

3.2. Application of the Tasks to Computationally Build a Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar

We have downloaded the Universal Dependency corpora for each of our sets of rep-
resentative languages [58], and we have applied Marsagram [59]. Universal Dependency
provides us with the constraint of dependency between constituents, and Marsagram auto-
matically induces the constraints of linearity, “co-occurrence”, “exclusion”, and “uniqueness”
over a Universal Dependency corpus.

Marsagram will provide us already with quantitative data; however, it is impossible
to know which rules are coincident in a U-FPGr. Therefore, the interpretations that we
obtain are more related with the notion of complexity rather than the notion of universality.

Marsagram presents data and rules in the following way:
Figure 3 is an extract for the marsagram from Arabic language. The rule means that

verb as root excludes adjective as advcl next to ADJ as c-sub. Because of the fact that
we are not interested in the other number, we will clean the data, erasing such noise.
Therefore, to satisfy the coincidences, we will only keep the elements in #headproperty,
symbol1, symbol2.

Figure 3. Rule of the corpus or Arabic in Marsagram.

3.2.1. Building the Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar

To build the Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar (U-FPGr ), we applied Equation (7).
Table 1 is a representation of such a thing. To clarify, we take into account all the cate-
gories or part-of-speech (POS) for all languages according to the tagging in the universal
dependencies. We then have 17 elements in POS. We consider the 64 dependencies that are
present in the whole system of the universal dependencies. We consider the remaining four
constraints. We combine this with two contextual linguistic elements, so, again, POS-dep is
repeated twice. We obtain therefore, 4,242,536,496 rules. We repeat the same process again
but considering the possibility that the rule only needs one contextual element, so POS-
dep-properties-pos-dep. We obtain from that 4,734,976 rules. After summing up the both
output of rules in terms of linguistic constraints, we obtain a U-FPGr with 4,247,273,472
rules belonging to the syntactic domain.
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Table 1. Representation of the elements involved in the production of a U-FPGr for syntactic
constraints.

POS (17) DEP (64) Properties (4) Pos-dep (1088) 4,242,538,496

ADJ acl exclude empty (1088) 4,734,976
ADP acl:relcl precede 4,247,273,472
ADV advcl unicity
AUX advmod require

CCONJ advmod:emph
DET advmod:lmod
INTJ amod

NOUN appos
NUM aux
PART aux:pass
PRON case

PROPN cc
PUNCT cc:preconj
SCONJ ccomp

SYM clf
VERB compound

X ..+48

The technical summary is the following:

(1) Read the excel file with all the grammar rules.
(2) Make all possible combinations as strings. For example, one combination can look

like: “rule1 rule2 rule3”.
(3) Insert all possible combinations into the MongoDB database.

The MongoDB database is not necessary, but it solves many problems instead of
storing universal grammars in a pure text file. The text file may be huge and have an
impact on time complexity for searching for grammar rules.

3.2.2. Preparing Languages for the Universal Fuzzy Property Grammar

As mentioned in Figure 3, the data of each language set had to be cleaned and prepared
before checking coincidences. Therefore, we have followed these steps:

(1) We have a set of possible grammars for n languages stored in CSV/TSV files.
(2) For one language:

(a) Load all possible files with language grammar rules.
(b) Preprocessing (for example: remove empty spaces, replace *, . . . ).

Finally, we have applied the weights to each rule, so we can measure its universality
and complexity:

- For evaluating universality in one rule:

(1) Send query to the MongoDB database for search rule in Universal Grammar.
(2) If we found a rule in Universal Grammar, we insert a new row to the Pandas

Dataframe, where the Universal Grammar column will have a current rule, and
the column for the current language will have 1 and other languages will have 0.

(3) If we not found a rule in Universal Grammar, we insert a Universal Grammar
rule and 0 for all language columns.

(4) Then, we can compute the total numbers for one rule, and we can put them into
the Total column.

Table 2 is a visualization of the output, in this case, of the verb with the dependency
of conjunction excluding two elements next to each other. We can observe how the final
weights vary from one rule to the other. It is also clear how robust and flexible the system
is. We only would need to add another column for any other language set that we would
like to include to make our final weight of universality more representative.
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Table 2. Example of output of rules with universality weight.

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc VERB-ccomp, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 7, 0.7777777777777778

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc PART-advmod, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0.3333333333333333

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc ADJ-amod, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 4, 0.4444444444444444

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc NOUN-nsubj, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0.2222222222222222

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc PROPN-obj, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 5, 0.5555555555555556

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc PROPN-obl, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0.6666666666666666

VERB-conj exclude CCONJ-cc VERB-xcomp, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0.5555555555555556

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj NOUN-obl, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0.1111111111111111

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PROPN-obj, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 5, 0.5555555555555556

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PROPN-obl, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0.6666666666666666

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj VERB-xcomp, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0.5555555555555556

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj ADJ-amod, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 4, 0.4444444444444444

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj VERB-ccomp, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 8, 0.8888888888888888

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj NOUN-nsubj:pass, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0.3333333333333333

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj NOUN-compound, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 4, 0.4444444444444444

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj ADP-case, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 4, 0.4444444444444444

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PRON-obj, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 8, 0.8888888888888888

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj VERB-acl, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 3, 0.3333333333333333

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PRON-obl, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 6, 0.6666666666666666

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj VERB-fixed, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0.1111111111111111

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj NUM-nummod, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0.2222222222222222

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PROPN-nsubj, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 6, 0.6666666666666666

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PART-advmod, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0.3333333333333333

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj ADJ-xcomp, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0.4444444444444444

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj PRON-nsubi, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 7, 0.7777777777777778

VERB-conj exclude NOUN-obj VERB-advcl, 0, 1,1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0.6666666666666666

To evaluate complexity, it is necessary to just negate the value (apply −1), since
universality and complexity work as opposites in terms of 〈low, medium, high〉. Therefore,
a rule is that if its universality weights 0.7, its complexity would be 0.3; if its universality is
0.4, its complexity would be 0.6, and so on.

4. Results

Our results can be found in four outputs: the quantitative data of Marsagram for lin-
guistic complexity, the quantitative data regarding number of rules by weights, distribution
of the weighted rules per language, and coincidences between languages.

4.1. Quantitative Data of Marsagram

Table 3 and Figure 4 show the results of the data induction from the application of
Marsagram on the representative set of the universal dependency corpora. We see a high
disparity between sets, among which German is the set with the most structures (32 K) and
constraints (54 K), and Yoruba is the set with the fewest structures (243) and constraints
(1647). We appreciate how the induction creates constraints per structure, providing a bias
in evaluating complexity. That is because German is the language that has more structures.
Therefore, it is the language that will have more properties.
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Table 3. Quantitative data of Marsagram.

Language Trees Structures Constraints Order s/Constraints

German 150,921 32,242 54,410 sv-ndo 1.6875504
Korean 27,363 8853 48,097 sv-ov 5.43284762
Turkish 18,687 5275 30,937 sv-ov 5.86483412
Spanish 16,013 8114 28,808 ndo-vo 3.5504067
Estonian 30,972 9468 28,570 sv-vo 3.01753274
Arabic 19,738 11,226 21,062 vs-vo 1.8761803
Euskera 8993 3283 14,703 sv-ov 4.47852574
Indonesian 5593 3143 12,530 sv-vo 3.98663697

Yoruba 318 243 1647 6.77777778

Figure 4. Quantitative data of Marsagram.

On the other hand, even though Estonian and Arabic have a similar amount of
structures (9468 and 11,226) and constraints (28,570 and 21,062), they have a considerable
difference in the number of trees as the input data (30,972, and 19,738). Additionally, they
display fewer constraints than languages with fewer structures in the corpora, such as
Turkish (5275 structures, 30,937 constraints) or Spanish (8114 structures, 28,808 constraints).
Because of this data, we imply that it will be enough for future tasks to experiment with a
corpus with around 20,000 dependency trees as the input data to generate structures and
constraints of a language set.

However, we can apply an operation to compute the average of constraints per
structure (s/Constraints column). Therefore, we will determine that languages with more
constraints per structure are the most complex. According to this computation, we find
that Turkish, Korean, and Euskera are the most complex language sets according to our
operation, with 5.86, 5.43, and 4.47 constraints per structure, respectively. On the other hand,
we disregard German and Yoruba for this first evaluation of linguistic complexity with
Marsagram because of the over-generation of structures and constraints in the language set
of German and the lack of data for the language set of Yoruba.

To sum up, the inductive data extracted from Marsagram can be helpful for a first
glance to take into account complexity. However, it tells us nothing regarding universality,
and it seems we cannot extract feasible results from asymmetric data.

4.2. Quantitative Data Regarding Number of Rules by Weights

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of constraints per weight. We observe
that it is less frequent to find high universal constraints, which are present in all the
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languages. On the contrary, there seems to be a peak in constraints of weights 1 and 2. Such
a thing means that two languages bear a lot of specific constraints.

Figure 5. Quantitative data regarding number of rules by weights.

4.3. Distribution of the Weighted Rules per Set of Language

Figure 6 clarifies the data in Figure 5. The plot tends to converge in 9, since a weight
of 9 means that all the sets have the constraints that weight 9. This plot displays high
membership in the less universal rules. We now acknowledge that Korean, German, Turkish,
and Euskera have most of the rules with weight 1 or 2. That means, in principle, that they
will be the most complex languages and the ones that bear less universal constraints. It
stands out how Korean has a membership degree of 1.0 for the rules of weight 1. This
means that Korean has all the specific constraints found in the U-FPGr.

Figure 6. Distribution of the weighted rules per set of language.

4.4. Coincidences between Languages

Figure 7 displays the total number of rules found as coincident in our U-FPGr, and,
simultaneously, the number of coincident rules between sets. For example, Spanish (es), and
German (de) share 6968 rules. The matrix diagonal displays the total number of rules per set.
For example, German has a total of (49,895), while Estonian has (22,477) rules. This matrix
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demonstrates how our system cleaned the data from Marsagram from Figure 4, where
according to the induction, German had 54,510 constraints, and Estonian had 28,570. That
means that Marsagram was over-generating, as we were assuming previously. This result
demonstrates that our architecture is good for cleaning data from inductive algorithms that
might over-generate outputs.

Figure 8 is a failed output because the data are not symmetric, so we cannot evaluate
the similarity of the sets: that is, how many constraints or rules they share in terms of
degree [0–1]. Additionally, this output can be read as percentages. For example, it is better
not to convert these outputs into percentages. For example, AR-DE 0.020263 or AR-ES
0.0290902 correspond to 2.0263% and 2.90902%, respectively. Because the values are too
small, we do not think this provides much information. It makes sense that the coincidences
are so low because every set represents different languages. If the number of coincidences
was higher, those two sets with high coincidences could be considered part of the same
language. Normalizing the matrix was a bad option since some sets had much lower data,
and it was not possible to add data. Therefore, our solution was to compute a correlation
between every pair of languages to obtain a correlation matrix such as Figure 9. To make it
readable, we applied a heat scale of color.

Figure 9 is the correlation matrix of our set of languages with respect to each other.
This matrix gives us information about how complex the sets between each other are in
terms of sharing syntactic constraints:

• Red for low quantity of shared rules;
• Yellow for quite average quantity of shared rules;
• Green for quite high quantity of shared rules;
• Blue for high quantity of shared rules.

Figure 7. Coincidences between languages: number of rules.
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Figure 8. Coincidences between languages: degree of similarity.

Figure 9. Coincidences between languages in a correlation matrix.

Therefore, we can represent gradually linguistic complexity in terms of evaluative
expressions.

In this matrix, the closer to 1, the more similar. For example, Korean and German
(ko-de) have a value of −0.3, while Korean and Spanish (ko-es) have a value of −0.19. The
second relation expresses more similarity/sharing of rules than the first one since Therefore,
Ko-es are more similar than ko-de and less complex because they share more rules that
have a closer value to 1.
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5. Discussion

With our research, we have corroborated the hypothesis that it is possible to build a
system that characterizes both universality and relative complexity. The model proposed
has been tested only with a proof-of-concept. However, we see clear potential despite the
fact of its incompleteness. Some of the theoretical criticism that this model might receive
include the following.

The first criticism can be that it only takes into account syntactic constraints. Therefore,
it does not really measure a language’s linguistic universality or complexity.

However, the U-FPGr is a model based on the FPGr. FPGr models vagueness from any
linguistic concept in terms of degrees that can be described with linguistic constraints. FPGr
is compatible with the theory of evaluative expressions of FNL. Consequently, any vague
linguistic concept modeled with FPGr can also be modeled with an evaluative expression
with the formalism of FNL. The main issue for such a thing is that, in fact, it is always
necessary that constraints characterize the concept that will be defined. Therefore, one of the
improvements of both FPGr and U-FPGr is that it needs a tradition that will describe each
linguistic domain in terms of constraints. Such a thing is not that difficult in other domains,
such as phonetics and phonology. To evaluate the universality of phones and phonemes, it
would only be necessary to apply the same architecture to all phonetic and phonological
tables of all the languages and/or dialects worldwide. The most coincident ones will be
the most universal ones and the least complex ones. Therefore, it is not the architecture
of either FPGr or U-FPGr which fails to represent universality and complexity. It is the
limitations of the lack of tradition in defining linguistic domains in terms of constraints.

A second criticism is that it only considers a representative set of nine languages.
Therefore, the results are not a reliable definition of what syntactic constraints are universal
or complex.

We claim that as a proof-of-concept, our task succeeds in showing how the U-FPGr
can characterize constraints and its complexity in terms of weights of universality, such
as in Figure 5. From which image, it is easy to identify the sets of 〈low, medium, high〉
with 1–3, 4–6, and 7–9, respectively. Additionally, our task reveals that high universals
are rare, which is something that goes in the same line as the linguistic literature. At the
same time, it reveals that few languages, such as Korean or Turkish, trigger a lot of specific
constraints. It should be very interesting and necessary that we would widen the data
for further experiments, so we could corroborate if such languages keep their extreme
specificity. It would also be exciting to include more language sets. However, as we have
presented, the inclusion of more data per set or more sets of languages do not change the
basic architecture of the U-FPGr. Our main issue is to provide a system that can, in fact,
represent “universality”, and “complexity” as a continuum. We are looking forward to testing
our model with more data and seeing if the architecture is still robust.

A third criticism is that the constraints are built upon linguistic corpus, which has
induced constraints from real text sources such as Wikipedia, reviews, and newspapers.
Therefore, Marsagram induced constraints of non-grammatical sentences. In such a sense,
it does not represent the real complexity of the standard variant of the languages in the
representative set.

There is no such a problem with respect to the induction of non-grammatical con-
straints regarding the standard variety of a language. FPGr is fuzzy because it takes into
account both grammatical and borderline constraints. Suppose the algorithm induces
constraints that are not canonical within a language or dialectal constraints; that is more
than welcome. We acknowledge a language definition similar to the definition of phoneme
and sound. The phoneme /s/ is the abstract representation (in a non-academic way, the
summary) of several sounds, such as (s) or (z). The distinction between (s) and (z) is, in
particular, that one is voiceless and the other is voiced. However, most speakers would rec-
ognize them under the same perception. This phenomenon is represented abstractly as /s/.
Following this same reasoning, for FPGr, the language is an abstract representation of all
the possible performances of such language. Therefore, the English language /English/ can
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be represented in different dialects or sociolects such as (geordie), (scouse), (apallachian),
and so on. However, they are all “summarized” in the abstract representation of what
English is. Therefore, if the specific constraints of these specific grammars of English are
induced by an algorithm or included ad hoc by a linguist, it is more than welcome because
if that constraint exists in English, it has to be included in the set of English language.

A fourth criticism is that the values in the correlation matrix display, in general, low
values; therefore, it is not a valid representation of the degree of complexity.

We believe that the correlation matrix displays low values because, in fact, they are
different languages. This output reinforces the idea that the architecture of U-FPGr is
robust. Otherwise, if the values are too similar, we might even have to say that those sets of
languages are alike and, probably, they are dialects of each other. This question brings up
an interesting matter for our future work: testing U-FPGr with sets of dialects, or very close
languages, such as the romance languages. If the values displayed in the correlation matrix
are very close to value 1, it will reinforce the idea of the reliability of this architecture.

Finally, a criticism can be that the values of the relative complexity in Figure 9 are not
meant to be necessarily equal between two sets since, even though two languages share a
similar amount of rules, the rules that are not shared could be potentially more complex,
affecting their degree of similarity. Therefore, it fails to represent possible hypothetical
cases such as, for example, that for the majority of the speakers of German, it is easier to
learn English than for English speakers to learn German. In this sense, the correlation of
complexity should be represented asymmetrically.

However, our model does not reflect complexity in terms of difficulty between native
speakers of a language. It would be very interesting to do so. Still, it would be necessary
to include many more constraints in different domains to see more accurately how the
constraints interact between domains and between domains with respect to other languages.
It would probably be best to include the formalism of the agent-based models.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We believe that the work presented here is a satisfactory proof-of-concept, which
opens a new research line in pursuing the evaluation and definition of language universals
and complexity. There is no such thing in linguistics as a “traditional method” or “fixed
way” of computing such concepts of linguistic universality and complexity. Particularly,
there is no proposed method that pursues to evaluate the concepts of universality and
complexity as vague terms that can be defined in terms of degree. We believe that by
considering such terms as gradient and fuzzy, we will be in a better position to describe
multiple natural languages in linguistics, considering their idiosyncrasies and complexities.
The best framework to do so is the theory of evaluative expressions of Fuzzy Natural Logic,
which sets the basis to compute vague concepts with natural language and trichotomous
expressions, together with Fuzzy Property Grammars, which provide the linguistic con-
straints to be evaluated. Furthermore, we believe this work opens a research line to make
more appealing the fact of defining languages in terms of constraints to provide explicative
or white-box methodologies for the characterization of languages and their features.

Regarding the future work of this research, it is necessary to test the model with data
sets of dialects, and close related languages, such as romance languages. Therefore, we
can test the model’s outputs with data sets that, a priori, should display a larger number
of coincidences and try to establish a fuzzy–numerical boundary between language and
dialect. That is, to obtain a fuzzy–value which characterizes when a dialect starts to be
considered a different language in terms of membership degrees. On the other hand,
testing the model with larger and symmetric data sets would be necessary to reassure its
robustness. Another test that has to be run in the future is to compute linguistic complexity
taking into account other linguistic domains, such as computing similarity between lexicons
and phonemic charts of different languages and dialects by incorporating an Optimality
Theory approach. Similarly, it would be necessary to work on comparing language sets
within the constraints of the morphological domain.
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